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Abstract 

The dispersion cf the racial eigen modes of a cylindrical m*l 
whistler wave with fl^ << u> < flft << u> are investigated for 
both conducting and insulating boundaries. The effects cf 
electron inertia and resistivity en the sedes are discussed. 



The general dispersion characteristics of waves in 
cylindrical nagnetoplasmas received considerable attention in the 
middle to late 19€0's; only recently, however, has a detailed 
examination of the mode structure teen started. This has heen 
stimulated by the possibility of heating the ions using radio 
frequency fields generated by some form of antenna external to 
the plasma. There are two broad frequency bands currently under 
investigation, corresponding to those near the lower hybrid 
frequency and those below the ion cyclotron frequency. In this 
paper we investigate the frequency range between the lower hybrid 
frequency and the electron cyclotron frequency so that electrcn 
inertia is included in the analysis but the ions are considered 
immobile. 

In the first part the effect of the electron inertia on the 
dispersion of the waves will be reviewed for a cylindrical, 
resistiveless magnetoplasma. The relationship between the 
refractive index surface for plane waves and the normal code 
analysis for eigen nodes in a cylinder will be discussed. In 
particular we show how the higher order radial nodes car. be 
derived from waves propagating along the so-called whistler 
"resonance cone". 

In the second part, we compare the effects cf rigid 
conducting and non-conducting boundaries en the normal cedes. 
Although the general character of the nodes regains much the 
same, under certain conditions two modes r.ay propagate at the 
same velocity within conducting but not within nonconducting 
boundaries. This effect can most easily be seen by following the 
modes a3 the piassa density is changed from very high, when the 
electron inertia can be neglected, to very lew, where' it 



.'lit _ 

dominates the dispersion. The main contribution of this paper is to 
show that with nonconducting boundaries the xadial mode structure of 
each mode changes gradually with density, allowing a smooth 
transition between the two extreme density cases* while with 
conducting boundaries a number of degenerate points occurs where 
the modes intersect. The introduction of resistivity removes the 
degeneracy since higher order modes suffer greater dissipative 
damping. 

Whistler Dispersion Relation 
1) ££££££. o£ £l£c££Sn. InffiliA 

The propagation of the right hand polarised wave in a 
cylinder has been investigated by Xlozenberg, MacNaaara and 
Thonemann (1965) for freouencies Qt « u << P «w^«. where 

i s pe 
Q and 0 are the electron and ion gyro frequencies. They 
obtained good agreement with theory for the very high density 
plasma in their experiments. The effect of electron inertia on 
the propagation of the waves has been discussed by Blevir., 
Christiansen and Oavies (1968) and by Bavies (1970). The higher 
order radial codes are also affected and dispersion curves have 
been calculated by Bosv^ll (1972) for various values of <Doe/the 
electron plasma frequency. We show here that these effects can 
be quite easily understood by reference to the refractive index 
surface for plane waves in an infinite magnetoplasaa. 

In our analysis we assume that the plasma is cool so that 
pressure gradients can be neglected. For the moment we neglect 
the damping cf the modes, so resistivity Is assumed to be zero and/ 
since w >> fl. / the ions will be considered immobile. The Chr/s 
law then becomes 

m ** 1 J5L. _ m t - -=— 1 X B (1) ne* at * nee 1 * 2 n; 



wr.ere m is 
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the electron mass, n the electron density and E 

includes a uniform backaround maanetic field B . Following 
o 

Davies (1?7C) we define a wave vector ^consisting of components 
k and y respectively parallel and perpendicular to B<j • 
Assuming the wave fields vary like exp Kwt-q^.r), Maxwell's 
equations with the Ohm's law yield the dispersion relation 

u M 2 

q * . ES (2) 
c 2(Q cos a-w) 

where 

q 2 - k* • y 2 

and co»a=k/q defines the angle between the wave vector and B 0 . 

It can be seen immediately that q 2 becomes large when cosa 

approaches u/Q and negative for cosa > $- . Hence the 
refraction index N ( » — ) becomes infinite for cosa.. - *r-

u c w e 

and this angle, a c , is called the resonance cone angle. Fisher 
and Gould (1971) have verified the ezistence of this pher.cnsr.cn 
by using a very snail antenna in a large nagnetcplasma. 

If the electron inertia is neglected, the dispersion 
relation becomes 

q 2 « - * * - { 3 , 
c z fl# cosa 

and there is nc longer a rejcnar.ce condition. 

We now recast equation (2? as a quadratic in q: 
u»2 

wq 2 - 0. kq • u»( -*=, ) - 0 (4) 
e _a c 2 

http://pher.cnsr.cn
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which has solutions 
2 2 1, 

Q k • (Q 2 k 2 - 4 E« ) 
e — e _2 

C (5) 2w 

Since we normally consider waves with a given parallel 

wavelength k, equation (5) shows that there must be two values of 

Y for each value of Jc, which we denote by Y^ and Y 2 ; Y^ is 

associated with the electron inertia and the positive sign in 

equation (5), while Y 2
 i s associated with the Hall term and the 

negative sign in equation (5V As there is no damping, the wave 

vector must be purely real and hence there are three regions 

4« 2 » 2 

depending en the value of Jc. When k 2 < ^ 
Q 2 c 2 

no real solutions exist and y, and Y? a r e purely imaginary. 

4 t t ) 2 « 2

) e 

< k 2 < 
U (1) 

fle

2c2 

< k 2 < 
c 2 <a - w) 

For 
Q 2 c 2 c* <fl - w) 
© © 

. 2 pe 
there are two real solutions, Y^ and Y 2 , and when * * c 2(n e-u>) 

there is cr.ly one real solution Y^ . 

There are several ways of obtaining the dispersion relation 

for waves in a uniform, cylindrical sagnetoplasaa. When we wish 

to compare waves in the cylinder with plane waves, the method due 

to Davie* (1971) is the cost appropriate. We assume the plasma 

to be bounded by perfectly conducting walls and look for 

solutions for which the fields have the dtpend.er.ee 

f(r) ezp i(wt-kz-ad). These can be attained by taking a plan? 

wave propagating at some angle a(* cos"1 q/fc) and rotating its 

wave vector c about the : axis through some angle <t> . The fields 

http://dtpend.er.ee
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are then aultiflied by e-p(-i m*)/2n and integrated over • frcr. 
-IT to •»•* using the integral representation of the Bessel 
function 

1 101 « n J_(P> - 57 exp(i(psin£ - n£ )) d? 
- i r 

The wave fields can then be obtained and, since the tangential 
components of the electric field must be zero at the perfectly 
conducting boundary, the zeros of the determinant of the 
equations E (&) - E a(a) = 0 yields the dispersion relation z o 

* l V Y l a > (T=a V*2a> + £ Jm <V» 

" *2 Jm (*2 a ) ( Y? V * l a ) + l x

 J »' ( Y l a , ) (6) 

This must then be solved along with equation (5*! which describes 
plane wave propagation. 

The relation between the plane wave solutions and the 
cylindrical eigenmodes can most easily be understood by way of an 
ezasple. Ke take. « # e * 0.1 and ^ e / w * *C .where 
w 0 « Umc2/ w* a 2 ) and solve the dispersion relation fcr all 
nodes up to the Sth ;ie n«8). This is shown in figure 1. On the 
same figurt we have superiaposed the plane wave dispersion for 
the same plasma conditions. Although we are plotting k( = Jc.. ) 
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against y; = k.±) this is equivalent to plotting the refractive 
C kc 

index surface since S - ,s- = — and so, for the same u , the 
two surfaces are identical save for a multiplying factor — 
The curves 1 and 2 are two approximations to the refractive 
index. Curve 1 comes from the electron inertia and is 
characterised by the resonance cone at a * 84°. Except for cr-0 , 
the refractive index is independent of u-^ . Curve 2 is the 
helicon approximation and comes from the Hall term for which 
k « u . Consequently, for very large u curve 2 will 

dominate over curve 1 for small a and the helicon approximation 
is adequate in describing the dispersion of the lowest order 
code. However, for higher order modes, the electron inertia 
begins to dominate over the Kail term and the codes 
asymptotically approach the resonance cone. For « •*• 0 the 
electron inertia dominates the dispersion which becomes 
essentially independent of u . However, as cu becomes auch 
scalier than Q , the resonance cone angle approaches ir/2 and 
electron inertia plays essentially no role in the dispersion of 
the modes. 
g«"fa<-r n+ the Boundaries 

Having shewn the general effect of electron inertia, we now 
investigate how different boundary conditions can affect the 
dispersion of the radial modes. The equation to be solved is 
equation ( 1) with the addition of the resistive term n J. The 
derivation of the dispersion relation is given in Appendix A. In 
essence we arrive at two second order coupled differential 
equations in th* wave components b- and b 2 and their derivatives. 
The four linearly independent solutions to the equations can be 
reduced to two by restricting the choice at r«0 to the two finite 
solutions involving J Bessel functions. The other two involve Y 
Bessel functions which are divergent at r»0 and can be discounted 
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en physical grounds- The equations are solved by numerical 
integration cutward from the centre and inward from the walls and 
matched at some intermediate radius. The boundary conditions for 
the two ideal cases considered here are: 
1. Perfectly conducting boundary where the tangential 

components of E are zero at the boundary, and 
2. Rigid nonconducting boundaries where the wave fields can 

exist outside the plasma. This case is discussed further 
in Appendix B. Basically the solutions for the vacuum 
fields involve McDonnell functions of the first kind 
evaluated at the boundary. 

Comparison o£ Boundary Conditions 

In fig. 2 are plotted three curves which are solutions to 
the dispersion relation for the two different bcundary 
conditions and also for plane wave propagation. The effect cf 
the cylinder is to increase the velocity cf the waves. As 
would be expected, the solution for nonconducting boundaries 
falls between those for conducting boundaries and plane waves. 
The change in the structure of the radial modes is most easily 
seen by changing the density and following particular roots of 
the dispersion relation. To illustrate these effects we chese 
a fixed value of aJc*0.68 and vary the parameter 
Q / w„ (* en* a2/c*>, which is proportional to the plassa 
density, over a wide range. The plasma radius, a, and the 
magnetic field B Q are kept constant. 
CgnflVCting Boundaries 

The results for the first seven radial modes are shewn in 
figure 2. The line bounding the shaded area is the maximum 
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4u> u>2 

velocity allowed for the whist lers which occurs when k 2 » E£ 
fle

2 c 2 

As shown by Boswell (1972), it is the existence of this 
forbidden region which changes the ordering of the radial 
modes. Referring to figure 3, for large values of ® e

/ u >
0 the 

radial modes are ordered as for the simple high density or low 
u /Q e approximation, whereas for low fi_/wQ the ordering is 
reversed. In between these two regions, the modes cross over 
each other and the ordering becomes mixed. This behaviour can 
be understood by reference to figure 1: curve 2 shows the high 
density approximation in which the velocity of the modes 
increases as the order of the mode increases. The addition of 
electron inertia, curve 1, causes the modes to lie along the 
resonance cone and consequently their velocity decreases as the 
order of the mode increases. If resistivity is added in a 
self-consistent manner, i.e. with the collision frequency 
proportional to electron density, it can be seen from figure 4 
that the intersection points are no longer degenerate. The 
higher order modes suffer greater damping and the dispersion 
curves effectively pass over each other. Each individual mode 
maintains the same radial wave fields so it retains an 
identifiable sode number. 

Eiaii Baa. Cgnlvicttnq flgynforltf 

Plotted in figure 5 are eight modes for the same plasma 
conditions as figure 4. Although the general appearance of the 
curves is si-ilar to these' with conducting boundaries, the 
irod*3 nc longer cross over each other. For conditions cf high 
density, we can associate curve A in figure 5 with the high 
dtnjity Fart of the n«l mode in figure 3. The major effect cf 
resistivity on the dispersion is to increase the real part of 
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u for very high collision frequencies, i.e. as & e
T •* 0. 

This can be seen in curve A of figure 5 as it approaches the 

abscissor. 

Figure 6 shows the radial wave fields for curve A as the 
density is decreased. Initially, while the mode is separate 
from the other modes the mode number is n=l but as the density 
decreases, the wave fields start to concentrate on the boundary 

and acquire a spatially periodic character until, at 
Q /» *60, the mode number appears to be n«4. This change of e o 
character can be understood by looking at the change in the 

boundary conditions brought about by the electron inertia. It has 

been shown by Woods 11964) that for oscillatory perturbations the 

inclusion of the term - 2 - -JL 
ne 2 ** 

urn 
chanaes the coefficient of i in Ohm's law from n to n-i( )• 

ne 2 

This then gives a complex skin depth 6 defined by -

-1 2 

fi* - L*2*) - it-6-) (7) 
n. ^ 

The imaginary part of 6 can be interpreted as an evanescent 
component of a radial wavelength. If equation 7 is rearranged 
for cylindrical whistlers 

-1 a a* 
«a » (X2 fl T ) - i(-*—) 

e 

and resistive effects would csast to dominate ever elect rcr. 
inerzial effects when 

k 2 fit < -*-

For the plasma conditions in our example this occurs when 
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fl /w < 60 which is roughly where the spatial distribution of 
the wave fields on curve A become highly oscillatory. 

For low densities, i.e. small ft /u , the simple n=l 
radial mode structure is retrieved with curve B which once 
again has a similar dispersion to the n=l radial mode in figure 
3. However, the effect of the electron inertia can be seen in 
the shape of the wave fields shown in figure 7. For 
° eA> 0 *14, the b r field component has a maximum away from the 
centre and all the field components are very close to zero at 
the boundary. As the density is increased, the mode structure 
becomes more coaplicated as we move along curve B. The gradual 
change from n«l to n«2 occurs at Q^/w- ~ 25 and from n*2 to n«3 
at fl /w -ICO. These are about the same densities at which the e o 
modes cross in figure 3. Consequently, the main effect of the 
nonconducting boundaries is to allow the radial isodes to 
smoothly change in mode number without having the modes cross 
each other. This is achieved by the electron inertia at the 
boundary which adds an imaginary component to the radial wave 
number. 

Siscussjon 

The main aim of this paper has betn to clarify the effects 
of both the electron inertia and different boundary conditions 
on the propagation of whistlers in a cylinder with 
m » a • The effect of the electron inertia was *p« • 
investigated for perfectly conducting boundary conditions. For 
w << ft or low radial mode numbers, the dispersion of the 
scdes is dominated by the Kail term with the velocr.ty of the 
zsie increasing with the code number and decreasing with the 
classa density. For w < fl or high radial mode number, the 
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dispersion is dominated by the electron inertia and the modes 
lie along the resonance cone. The velocity of these modes 
decreases with increasing mode number and is independent of 
plasma density. 

Consequently, as the plasma density is changed, the 
ordering of the modes reverses. By keeping the wavenumber 
constant and plotting the behaviour of several radial modes as 
the density is changed, this reversal is clearly shown. A 
consequence of this phenomena is that degenerate points exist 
where the modes cross and two modes can propagate at the same 
velocity. Including resistivity removes the degeneracy as the 
higher order modes have higher damping. 

With nonconducting boundaries, the same general picture is 
found except that the modes no longer cross over and the 
ordering is achieved by the gradual change of the radial wave 
structure as a mode is followed for changing plasma density. 
In this case an integer mode number can be assigned only for 
conditions where either the Hall term or electron inertia 
dominate. 
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AFPEHDIX A 

The method used here to obtain and solve the dispe -sion 
relation is quite standard and follows that of Davies and 
Christiansen (1969). We neglect pressure terms, assume 
a) >> fl. ,the ion gyro frequency, and note that the electron 
density is now a function of radius to obtain the Ohm s law 

together with Maxwell's equations and after some algebra one 
obtains 

B 
4irneiwb - - | £ (G.Vxb) + ^ (GxVxb) — ne — — — ne _ _ _ 

+ i k B (Vxb) - y(VxVxb) 2A 

where we have assumed perturbed quantities vary as 
f(r) exp i (ut-kz-m6) and G*7(ne). 

We now introduce normalixed parameters 
B_ 

wo 

0 - — 2 • m 

4irn«a2 

where fl is the average density and T the electron collision 
per i d 



n(r) 
n 

the plasma radius 

ak 

r 
a 

z' - z/a 

7-' is operating with |- - r* 

Equation 2A than becomee 

i2» Pb --gzIr.f'xM • gu' [fxVxb] • iX'R'xb) 
o 

- [V'xV'xb] 3A 

Stopping the primes, the r , 8 and z components of t h i s equation 

yie ld respect ively : 

^2L —1 + ucu !£§ - f S i u + k*w + i p JL 
r F Tr m. 

imu . k a »e + r " z - ° 4A 

a r i r ̂ r E . wg 
3b„ 3b 

- Uc - ^ + Sr~ 

. M k - . J L . - i p J L . i a 
r* ™o 

- iSH • jc»- ^ ^ 

yJcmb 
b 9 + - £ - £ • 0 . 5A 

I 

^•^•^Sufl-nl^Jifcw*.*,,]* 

• pa • $ - a,] b9 • [-•Ii-* * • ! • ] * , . , . 

6A 
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These equations are combined to give two second order differ
ential equations in b , b g, and their derivatives which are 
solved along with the boundary conditions. It was found that 
the effect of changing the radial density profiles was similar 
to changing the plasma radius, the effect on the radial modes 
being minimal. Consequently, all the calculations presented 
here were made for a uniform plasma. 
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Bi3i& Nonconducting Boynflaxy CcnfliUon? 

Since the electron inertia is included in the dispersion 
of the waves, the skin depth remains finite as the resistivity 
goes to zero and the surface current j* is identically zero. 
However, the currents associated with the wave j may be large 
in a small but finite layer (the skin depth) adjoining the 
interface. Consequently, all the field quantities and their 
derivatives are continuous across the interface. For the 
dispersion relation defined in Appendix A, two independent 
solutions for b_,b and b. and b are required at the 

9 Z 8 Z 

boundary. The fields external to the plasma can be found from 
Maxwell's equations including the displacement current (since 
the plasma current j»0) yielding for the two solutions which do 
not diverge is r • • 

1 b r " i J c K n + l C J c r ) I X br " **V-i<**> 

be " - " W ^ 1 b9 • k K«-l ( k r ) 

b • -kKmCXa) b —kJL.fkr) 
z n z m 

2 au m z aw m 

These equations are then combined vith the Ohm's Law te produce 
two solutions involving the derivatives b' and t' . For the 

o z 
»•! aziauthal mode the boundary conditions required are thus 
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1st Solution 

b 9 - ! K 1 

b e - - [TT + V 2 + V2] 

\ - x i [- i <**2 + i p w > [ K2 + Ko] + "i + k , * i ] • 

2nd Solution 

b 9 - 0 
b 2 - 0 

be " T Ki 
bz " y V 

where the McDonnell functions, K (« K (kr)) are evaluated at 
the boundary. 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1: Radial eigen modes (open circles) and plane wave 
en n e 

solutions for whistlers with ;=— » 0.1 and — • 40. Curve 3 
fle w o is the full dispersion, curve 2 neglecting electron inertia 

and curve 1 neglecting tha Hall term. Tha radial aigen mode 
spacing has been approximated as y» • »• 

Fig. 2; Whistler dispersion for three different boundary 
conditions. 

Fig. 3; Radial aigen modes with conducting boundary conditions 
for ak « 0.68 and varying density. 

Fig. 4; Same as figura 3 but showing the affact of rasistivity 
(flet x a 9 / i a Q » 7200). 

Fig. 5: Radial aigen modes with non-conducting boundary 
conditions for ak • 0.68 including rasistivity. 

Fig. 6: Computed wave fields along curve A of figura 5. 

Fig. 7: Computed wave fields along curve B of figura 5. 
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